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Well, hello there!
Welcome to my first newsletter! Firstly, thank you for

signing up to it, and for your support in general. It

means a great deal.

I hope 2020 is being kind to you so far, and that you

are ready to attack February with the kind of

dynamism it deserves (but few can muster at this

early stage of the year!).

Before long, in Britain at least, Spring will be with us,

heralding lighter evenings, sunshine and a potential

end to this incessant rain! I can't wait!

Today is an exciting one for me, as it marks the

release of my fourteenth erotic romance novel,

'Patients is a Virtue'. Sales are going well so far, which

is great. For the next couple of days, the ebook will

remain at the reduced pre-order price, so if you like a

bargain, grab it now, before the price rises mid-week.

Amazon.com Link

Amazon.co.uk Link

 www.fenellaashworth.com 

https://www.amazon.com/Patients-virtue-white-hot-ultimately-triumph-ebook/dp/B083RZ5H61/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=fenella+ashworth&qid=1580657951&s=digital-text&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Patients-virtue-white-hot-ultimately-triumph-ebook/dp/B083RZ5H61/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1580658098&sr=8-1
http://www.fenellaashworth.com/


Late last night, I completed a commission for

a lovely Texan couple I often write for, which

is always a pleasure. So now, my attention

will be returned to my active manuscripts.

My method is typically to have multiple

stories being developed and written

concurrently; the one most actively capturing

my imagination, then receives my attention.

Currently bubbling away at the top of that

pile, is a story with a working title of 'The

Blackmail Chronicles of Kristoff de Wynter'.

The fifth instalment of the Daniel Lawson

series is also high on my 'To Do' list. The plot is

planned out, with large sections of dialogue

written. It is just a matter of dedicating some

time to writing it now!

Due to requests from some of my readers,  I

am also investigating audiobook options for

'To Love, Honour and...Oh Pay'. Following an

audition phase, I am in early discussions with

a female British voice actor with a seriously

sensual voice!  So watch this space! 

And all the while, life continues on! Small

child grows ever more demanding and

delightful, in equal measure. The other day,

he learnt 'Waltzing Matilda' at school. He

can only remember four words - Waltzing,

Matilda, Billy and Boiled - but that doesn't

stop them being sung with incredible

regularity around our home. Even when he

isn't singing, I can still hear the tune in my

head! Arrggghhhhhh!

Finally, congratulations to Jolie and Kelly,

who have won the free book prize draw for

January and February.

My next newsletter will be issued in May, at

which point I anticipate having a sun tan

from all the amazing weather we are

experiencing. 

Until then, all the very best to you x

Work in Progress

Prize Draw Winners

Each winner will receive an ebook
version of one of my novels.

January

February

Jolie from Germany

Kelly from New Zealand

Life



Recent Blogs you may have missed
I thought I wrote erotic romance for women, so

why are so many of my readers men?

International #KissAGingerDay

Three steps to help our New Year's Resolutions

reach the end of January...and beyond

2020 Challenge

The discovery of hidden treasures (Geocaching)

Olympia's Puissance Competition

Should I use Amazon's free book promotion

tool?
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How many have you read?

First Love, Second Chance (Daniel Lawson, Book 1)

Perfect Stranger, Strangely Perfect (Daniel Lawson, Book 2)

Feels Just Like Starting Over (Daniel Lawson, Book 3)

No Rain, No Flowers (Daniel Lawson, Book 4)

Educating Daisy

Management Skills

Fictional Fantasies (The Exxxtended Version)

To Love, Honour and...Oh Pay

Virtually Lovers

Time for a Quick One? A compilation of shorter erotic stories

Animal Attraction

Better Fate Than Never

An Accidental Affair?

Patients is a Virtue

Difficult to Reach (A Romance under the name Sarah Fennel)

The current list of my Amazon-published books includes:
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